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I. Introduction, hypotheses: 

 

 The use of urban public space is greatly affected by the ideological regulatory systems 

of authorities and state power. Most social events connected to celebrations take place on 

these – totally or partly controlled – public spaces; their scenarios and the structure of their 

activity spaces reflect each era’s current ideological and social environment. The 1
st
 of May is 

one of the very few (non-religious) international celebrations that have, although always being 

embedded in various ideological systems, constantly been present in the Hungarian social life 

for almost one and a half centuries. Over these years, May Day has acquired multiple 

meanings; according to the most widely known and accepted one, it is the celebration of 

workers’ solidarity, however, it has a number of other meanings as well, each of which having 

different levels of importance during certain historical periods. Therefore, their symbols and 

related customs might be mixed up and live on in other contexts.  

 Concerning these celebrations, social behaviour constitutes well-definable spatial 

patterns which are, on the one hand, temporally highly dependent upon each other and, on the 

other hand, are constantly being altered and reshaped. Within the confines of our research, we 

attempt to examine the establishment, meanings and alteration of May Day-related social 

events and spectacles taking place in public space since 1980, with a particular focus on the 

use of urban space. Due to the politico-economic transition in 1989, these three decades ought 

to be treated as two separate periods.  
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 The first one, dating from 1980
1
 to the transition, is the last decade of the socialist era, 

when celebrations are inherently bound to socialist ideology and the vast majority of public 

space events are organised (and controlled) by the state power. The other period consists of 

the two decades since the transition. During these years, the meanings of the ‘1
st
 of May’ (as 

well as the related public space events) have been significantly polarised and, as a 

consequence of the democratisation process, social events have been taken out of political 

control. Hence, large mass-mobilising events, such as May Day celebrations, were not (only) 

political and/or ideological any more.  

 

 

II. Research questions: 

 

We attempted to formulate a series of possible research questions, based on two main issues:  

 

1. How did the socio-cultural embeddedness of the celebration (as a social ritual) change? 

What are the dominant meanings along which community activities are being organised in 

public space?  

1. How did the meaning(s) of the ‘1
st
 of May celebration’ change?  

2. In certain periods, how much is (was) the celebration a political and/or a social event? 

How did the relation of these two dimensions change?  

3. How can May Day-related events be classified? What social groups could be / can be 

mobilised by these events? 

4. How did the number of participants attending these events change? Can ‘more active’ 

and ‘less active’ periods be defined? If yes, how can these be explained?  

5. Does the 1
st
 of May have any ethnic relations or meanings connected to minorities or 

other subcultures?  

6. Why and how did the 1
st
 of May lose its ‘Labour Day’ meaning?  

 

2. How did the social use of urban space (organised along multiple meanings) alter in certain 

periods? What are spatial practices like today? 

                                                           
1
 We find it necessary to examine the last decade of state socialism as a whole. In case would take the last five 

years into consideration (from 1985), it might not provide a clear image of the era, as the signs of détente 

gradually appeared from 1985.  
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1. Which were the ‘performative spaces’ of May Day events? How were the hierarchical 

order and the typical activity schemes of these spaces during the last decade of 

socialism? 

2. What are the main venues of May Day events today? Do these have any continuity 

with the preceding ones? What social groups and ‘1
st
 of May meanings’ are connected 

to the new venues? 

3. How do May Day-related symbols appear in urban space? How are these symbols 

used by various social groups and in different time periods? 

4. How much can the 1
st
 of May be considered as an urban celebration? How much can it 

be culturally accepted without an underlying ideology? 

5. What kind of spatial practices are connected to the ethnic meanings of May Day 

celebrations? Do minorities have their own ‘May Day spaces’? 

 

 

III. Research levels and approaches: 

 

We have categorised public space May Day events and demonstrations we aim to examine. 

Our classification is as follows: 

 

Events connected to 

political organisations or 

‘state power’ 

Political demonstrations Leisure events 

- programmes of political 

parties 

- Budapest’s central 

celebration of the 1
st
 of 

May (in case there will be 

such event in 2011) 

- May Day celebrations of 

Budapest’s districts 

- celebrations of trade 

unions 

- May Day celebrations of 

the army and the police 

(Hungarian Defence 

Forces, Budapest Police 

Department etc.) 

- events and demonstrations 

of political and/or 

ideological organisations 

- events that are ideologically 

connected to the 1
st
 of May, 

e.g. the parade of socialist cars 

- leisure activities of NGOs, 

foot races, corporate parties 

(however, to a certain degree, 

such parties organised for 

employees might be conceived 

as ‘ideological events’) 

- leisure programmes organised 

by companies or in order to 

advertise certain products 
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IV. Research methods and sources: 

 

1. Examining pre-1989 celebrations 

 

– document analysis (academic papers, urban history archives) 

– analysis of printed media (articles of daily and weekly newspapers dealing with May Day 

celebrations) 

– electronic media: analysis of 1980s television news and other programmes connected to the 

celebration (e.g. ‘The marchers asked for it’) 

– content analysis of posters, billboards and other kinds of public space media 

– conducting interviews with the organisers of socialist May Day celebrations 

– our questionnaire survey (although predominantly focusing on contemporary events) might 

include a series of questions for the older generations as well, in order to recall their 

memories connected to the 1
st
 of May celebrations of the 1980s 

 

2. Examining contemporary celebrations 

 

– structured interviews with the organisers of May Day events 

– questionnaire survey among participants attending the celebrations 

– content analysis of printed and electronic media 

– fieldwork, participant observation 

 

3. Sources of information 

 

a. Concerning public space venues: 

– BRFK (Budapest Police Department) – there is a compulsory obligation to announce the 

willingness to organise any kind of mass events within the capital city (concerning our 

research, this might be useful in order to be able to localise the events, both on the level 

of districts and the entire capital city) 

– the Municipality of Budapest and local governments of the districts (district notaries) 

 

b.  Concerning the events: 

– reviewing related issues of EXIT and PESTI EST free cultural magazines  

– examining on-line programme guides 
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c.  Concerning the communication of the events: 

– examining the related Hungarian and international literature (with a particular focus on 

the diverse meanings of the 1
st
 of May), collecting pre-1989 data 

– media content analysis of Magyar Nemzet, Népszabadság and Népszava; the three main 

Hungarian daily newspapers (Körper-analysis of their May Day-related articles between 

1980-2010) [see in the Appendix, pp. 6-7.] 

– examining posters, personal video footages and photo / film archives 

• archive of OSA (Open Society Archives) (‘Has 1989 really happened?’ and 

‘Hungarian Background Reports of Radio Free Europe’) 

• database of MTI (Hungarian News Agency) 

• television programme and video archives of MTV (Hungarian Television) 

• Magyar Nemzeti Filmarchívum (Hungarian National Film Archive) 

• Film Museum 

• photo archive of MTI (Hungarian News Agency) 

• archive of the Photo Museum 

• direct web search 

– examining electronic media 

 

d. Additional sources: 

– caricatures, comics and political jokes connected to the ‘May Day feeling’ that might 

symbolise ‘latent’ opinions as well 

– the appearance of May Day on social networking sites (Facebook, iWiW) and Internet 

forums (as additional data sources of related events and further content analysis) 

– members of the ‘1
st
 of May Society’ – carrying out a questionnaire survey among the 

members of the organisation (it might be useful to localise events, as well as to 

apprehend the ‘spirit’ of socialist May Day celebrations) 
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Körper-analysis of Magyar Nemzet, Népszabadság and Népszava (1980-2010)* 

 

 
1980 
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1990 

 
1995 
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* Notes for the Körper-analysis: 

 

MSZMP ‘Hungarian Socialist Workers’ Party’ (after 1989, ‘Hungarian Socialist Party’) 

MSZP  ‘Hungarian Socialist Party’ (successor of MSZMP) 

KDNP  ‘Christian Democratic People’s Party’ – Christian party, found in 1943 / 1989 

SZDSZ ‘Alliance of Free Democrats’ – liberal party, found in 1988 

FIDESZ ‘Alliance of Young Democrats’ – right-wing conservative party, found in 1988 

MDF  ‘Hungarian Democratic Forum’ – centre-right party, found in 1987  

LMP  ‘Politics Can Be Different’ – liberal / green centre-left party, found in 2009 

 

 


